
Chumash Year 6 - Prefixes, Suffixes, Words and Units

Yr group Unit Skills progression by
the end of the year

6 12b
14
14a
14b
14c

 l ,n ,e ,d ,a ,`  Noun
prefixes  
j ,e ,i ,dPossessive suffixes  

ie ,ze3rd person prefixes 
                                    suffix E            

Use of Noun Plural suffix   ji 
Past tense  First person  izxxx
Use of Noun possessive plural
suffix ¥     i 
Use of  future tense jlnz
Use of  Plural Verb
constructs (edglyie)

Use of  future tense dklp

As above plus
Identify when a vav is a vav
hahipuch and when it is a vav
hachibur
Use of Imperative form
exdn
Use of Noun Singular and
Plural prefixes and suffixes
Use of  future tense plural
form 

Key Words

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 a''k - '`  miweqt '` wxt zenyBridging Unit 12B 

o ¤Y ¦n£d©e ,zn̈Ï ©e zen Die 7

a ¤x¦I ©e ,d ¤A §x¦i ,a ©x ,EA §x¦I ©e aex Increase /
Many

NEW

mẅÏ ©e mew Get up 5

m ©g§l¦p §e ,dn̈g̈§l ¦n mgl War NEW

o ¤a¦I ©e dpa Build NEW

Ec §ar̈ ,mz̈c̈Ÿa£r ,dc̈Ÿa£r ©A ,Ec ¦a£r©I ©e car Servant 5

Ex £xn̈§i ©e xn Bitter NEW

oEI ©g §Y ,zFig̈ , ̈oi¤I ©g §Y©e ,dïg̈ë ,m ¤di¥I ©g dig Sustenance /
life

12



Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

,mi ¦cl̈§i ©d ,Ecl̈ï §e ,z ¤c¤N©i §n ©d ,zŸc§N©i §n ©d ,zŸc§N©i §n©l
cFN¦I ©d

cli Boy 4

 o ¤zi ¦̀ §xE d`x See 3

e ©v§i ©e dev Command 4

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

  a''k-'` miweqt 'a wxt zenyUnit 14 

Ed¥p §R §v ¦Y©e otv Hide

r ©cFp ,dr̈ ¥c§l rci Know

uŸg §x¦l ugx Wash

mz̈Ÿl §a ¦q §A laq Burdens

d¤M ©z ,K©I ©e ,d¥M ©n dkp  Strike / Hit

o ¤t¦i ©e dpt Turn

mi ¦v¦p dvp Quarrel

x ©U xy Prince

h ¥tŸW hty Judge

g ©x §a¦I ©e gxa Flee

§w §W©I ©e ,zFw §W ©d§l dwy (Give) water

mp̈ Ÿ̀v ,o Ÿ̀v o`v Sheep



Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 a''k - '`  miweqt 'b wxt zenyBridging Unit 14A 

d¤rŸx drx Shepherd 2

o Ÿ̀v o`v Sheep 14

m¤ki¥l£̀ ,m ¤d¥l£̀ ,eïl ¥̀ l` To 1

x ©r §a¦i ,x¥rŸA xra Burn NEW

x ¥Y §q©I ©e xzq Hide NEW

z ©w£r ©v ,mz̈ẅ£r ©v wrv Cry out NEW

dŸ ©r §e dzr Now 8

g©N ©W§i ,i ¦Y §g©lẄ §e ,i ¦p ©gl̈ §W ,Li ¦Y §g©l §W ,L£gl̈ §W«¤̀ §e gly Send 11

i¥p §w ¦f owf Old 10

Er §nẄ §e ,i ¦Y §r ©nẄ rny Hear 4

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 `''l - '`  miweqt 'c wxt zenyBridging Unit 14B 

o ©r©I ©e  dpr Answer 12

Epi ¦n¡̀ ¤d §e ,Epi ¦n£̀©i on` Believe NEW

Ed¥k¦l §W©I ©e ,Ed¥ki¦l §W ©d jly Throw 11

qp̈Ï ©e qep Flee NEW

aEWl̈ ,a ªW ,däEW ῭ §e ,aẄÏ ©e ,däẄ ,a ¤WÏ ©e ,a ¥Wd̈ aey Return NEW

zFzŸ̀ d̈ ,zŸ̀ d̈ ze` Sign NEW

m©B mb Also 5

Edi ¦R ,ei ¦t §A ,Li ¦R ,d ¤R dt Mouth NEW

g ©nÜ §e gny Rejoice 13

FA¦l §A al Heart NEW



Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

  'a weqt 'e wxt cr  b''k - '`  miweqt 'd wxt zenyBridging Unit 14C 

dg̈ §A §f ¦p §e gaf Korban

Er §B §t¦I ©e ,Ep ¥rB̈ §t¦i rbt Encounter NEW

o ¤R ot Maybe

mz̈Ÿl §a ¦Q ¦n ,m¤ki ¥zŸl §a ¦q§l laq Burdens 14

oEt ¦q Ÿ̀z sqi Continue 10

i ¥U §bŸp ,mi ¦U §bŸP ©d ybp Taskmaster

Ew£r §v¦I ©e ,mi ¦w£rŸv wrv Cry out

mi ¦M ªn ,EMªI ©e  dkp Hit

r ©x ¥d ,dz̈Ÿr ¥x£d rrx Evil / Wicked



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

 a''k - '`  miweqt '` wxt zenyYear Group: Year 6                 Bridging Unit 12B 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K3 Pupil knows the locations of Dotan, Shechem, Emek
Chevron, Gilad and Midian on a map.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B
Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase Wc̈g̈ÎK¤l ¤n mẅÏ ©e
m¦iẍ §v ¦nÎl ©r. (1:8)  Fl dn̈ §M ©g §z¦P däd̈. (1:10) 
m ¤di¥I ©gÎz ¤̀  Ex £xn̈§i ©e (1:14) mi ¦dŸl¡̀d̈Îz ¤̀  zŸc§N©i §n ©d ̈ o` ¤xi ¦Y©e (1:17) 

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows the explanation of Rashi on; 
Fl dn̈ §M ©g §z¦P (1:10) q ¥q §n ©r ©xÎz ¤̀ §e mŸz ¦RÎz ¤̀  (1:11) K ¤xẗ §A (1:13)
dr̈ER  ,dẍ §t ¦W (1:15)

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5
Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit.
Pupil can differentiate between verbs (shorashim) and
nouns (word families).

S6 Pupil can read vowelled Rashi

S7

Pupil can comprehend the plain meaning of Rashi.
l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i¥p §A zFn §W d¤N ¥̀ §e (1:1), Wc̈g̈ÎK¤l ¤n mẅÏ ©e (1:8) 
mi ¦Q ¦n (1:11) `Ed o ¥AÎm ¦̀  (1:16) 
mi ¦YÄ m ¤dl̈ U ©r©I©e ...zŸc§N©i §n©l mi ¦wŸl¡̀ a ¤hi¥I©e (1:20-21)

U1
Pupil can reflect on; 
the fact that the slavery started only after all the brothers
died. Paroh’s fear of the Bnei Yisroel, why he feared
them and to what extent he went to try and control them. 

U1
Pupil can reflect on how the slow descent of the Bnei
Yisroel into slavery. Paroh acts ‘wisely’ against them,
appoints tax collectors, etc.



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U4*

Pupil can understand the meaning of the following
Rashi’s;

m¦iẍ §v ¦n §a dïd̈ s ¥qFi §e (1:5) - since we know that Yosef was
in Mitzrayim the last 4 Sedra’s of Bereishis, why does
the Torah tell us again now? We know the Torah
doesn’t waste words. 
FO ©rÎlk̈§l (1:22) - Paroh wanted to ensure the Bnei
Yisroel would not be saved so he chose to drown ALL
the babies born on the day Moshe was born (even the
Egyptian babies). Rashi learns this from the absence of
the word ‘mi ¦x §a ¦r̈l’ from the phrase ‘cFN¦I ©d o ¥A ©dÎlM̈’.

•

•



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

  a''k-'` miweqt 'a wxt zenyYear Group: Year 6                 Unit 14

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K3 Pupil knows the location of Mitzrayim.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B
Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase 
Ed ¦zi ¦W §n m¦i ©O ©dÎo ¦n i ¦M x ¤n Ÿ̀Y©e d ¤WŸn Fn §W `ẍ §w ¦Y©e. (2:10)  
eig̈ ¤̀ Îl ¤̀  `¥v¥I©e d ¤WŸn l ©C §b¦I ©e. (2:11)  

K6

Pupil knows the following explanations of mefarshim:
Rashi:
(2:2) – how Moshe was ‘good’  `ed aŸehÎi ¦M
(2:3) – why he couldn’t be hidden anymore , dl̈ §kïÎ Ÿ̀l §e
 Fpi ¦t §S ©d cFr
(2:6) – what Pharaoh’s daughter saw  c¤l¤i ©dÎz ¤̀  ed ¥̀ §x ¦z©e
(2:6) – the difference between ‘boy’ and ‘youth’ 
c¤l¤i/ d¤kŸa x ©r©p (Lesson 2)
(2:11)  – mz̈Ÿl §a ¦q §A ` §x©I©e ,d ¤WŸn l ©C §b¦I ©e Moshe growing up and
seeing the suffering of his brothers. 
Ramban (2:11): (`¥v¥i©e eig̈ ¤̀ Îl ¤̀ ) Moshe going out to his
brothers. 
Ha’emek Davar (2:12) (yi ¦̀  oi ¥̀  i ¦k ` §x©i©e) -  Moshe seeing
that there was no man. (Lesson 3)
Nechama Leibowitz’s comparison of Moshe’s three
dilemmas.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5

Pupil can identify the word families in both the nouns
and verbs of the unit and the previous units.
Pupil can identify common prefixes and suffixes, e.g. ie
and  ze and apply their knowledge of word families
(nouns and verbs), prefixes and suffixes and syntax to
new words in order to learn more about a Possuk being
studied.
Pupil can identify the prefixes §l  ¦n , §a , ©d and §e.
Pupils can identify the possessional suffixes ‘i’ (my), ‘e’
(his) and ‘d’ (hers)
Can identify the suffix ‘dp̈’

S6 Pupil can read vowelled Rashi / Perushim.

S7 Pupil can comprehend the plain meaning of the
Meforshim studied in the Unit.



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss how Moshe sees his
own identity – does he feel part of the Ivrim or part of
the Mitzrim? (Lesson 3); 
Moshe’s feelings when he sees two Ivrim fighting and
when his intervention is met with a negative response
(Lesson 4); 
Moshe’s feelings towards the people he intervenes to
help. (Lesson 5)

U2
Pupil understands how the use of impersonal kinuyim
rather than proper names has significance in the
story.(Lesson 1)

U3
Pupil can compare and contrast Moshe's actions and
Middos with those of Rivkah at the well in Parashas
Chaye Soro. Compare the three cases in which Moshe
intervenes in the quarrels of others.

U4

Pupil explains, with support, how the following
perushim derive their comments from the pesukim:
Rashi: 
(2:2-3) - Missing Information
(2:6) - Apparent extra words; Linguistic inconsistency 
(2:2) Intertextuality – Previous use of same phraseology
(2:6) Apparent extra words; Linguistic inconsistency.
Rashi and Ramban (2:11) Apparent Extra Wording
Words with Two Meanings.
Ha’Emek Dava (2:12) Guiding Word
Nechama Leibowitz on the three incidents where Moshe
intervenes.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

  a''k - '`  miweqt 'b wxt zenyYear Group: Year 6                 Bridging Unit 14A

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B

Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase 
lM̈ ª̀ EP¤pi ¥̀  d¤p §Q ©d §e W ¥̀ Ä x¥rŸA d¤p §Q ©d d¥P ¦d §e. (3:2)  
d¤i §d ¤̀  x ¤W£̀ d¤i §d ¤̀ . (3:14)  
m¤k §z ¤̀  i ¦Y §c ©wR̈ cŸwR̈ (3:16)

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5
Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit.
Pupil can differentiate between verbs (shorashim) and
nouns (word families).

S6 Pupil can read vowelled Rashi / Perushim.

S7

Pupil can comprehend the plain meaning of the
Meforshim studied in the Unit.
Rashi - mi ¦wŸl¡̀d̈ x ©dÎl ¤̀  ,xÄ §c ¦O ©d x ©g ©̀  (3:1), d¤p §Q ©d KFY ¦n (3:2),
eiäŸ̀ §k ©nÎz ¤̀  i ¦Y §r ©cï i ¦M (3:7) dŸr §x ©RÎl ¤̀  L£g̈l §W ¤̀ §e dk̈§l dŸ ©r §e (3:10)

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss Moshe’s rise from
shepherd to leader of the Bnei Yisroel and his reluctance
to take on the position. (See Midrash Rabbo 3:3-4 - The
Geuloh coming from a human can be cancelled, but, if
Hashem redeems us, we will never go back into Golus)
See Rashi’s comment d¤i §d ¤̀  x ¤W£̀ d¤i §d ¤̀  (3:14).

U3

Pupil can compare and contrast Moshe's actions when he
comes to the mountain now mŸl£d a ©x §w ¦YÎl ©̀  x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e (3:5) and
when he comes to the mountain to recieve the Torah
mi ¦wŸl¡̀d̈ Îl ¤̀  dl̈r̈ d ¤WŸnE (19:3), xd̈d̈ W Ÿ̀xÎl ¤̀  d ¤WŸn§l 'd `ẍ §w¦I ©e
 d ¤WŸn l ©r©I©e (19:20). 

U4

Pupil can understand why Moshe can ascend Har Sinai
to recieve the Torah, but, not now. See Ramban a ©x §w ¦YÎl ©̀
mŸl£d (3:5). Understand that growth can only come
through working on oneself.

U4

Pupil understands, with support, the meaning of the
following Rashis:
l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i i¥p §AÎz ¤̀  `i ¦vF` i ¦k §e ,i ¦kŸp ῭  i ¦n (3:11)
Li ¦Y §g©l §W i ¦kŸp ῭  i ¦M zF`d̈ L§N ,d¤f §e ,KÖ ¦r d¤i §d ¤̀ Îi ¦M x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e (3:12)
d¤i §d ¤̀  x ¤W£̀ d¤i §d ¤̀  (3:14)
L¤lŸw§l Er §nẄ §e (3:18)



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

  `''l - '`  miweqt 'c wxt zenyYear Group: Year 6                 Bridging Unit 14B

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B

Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase 
i¦lŸw §A Er §n §W¦i Ÿ̀l §e i¦l Epi ¦n£̀©iÎ Ÿ̀l o ¥d §e. (4:1)  
Ÿ̀l£d x¥E ¦r F` ©g ¥T ¦t F` W ¥x ¥g F` m¥N ¦̀  mEUïÎi ¦n F` mc̈ ῭ l̈ d ¤R mÜ i ¦n

'd i ¦kŸp ῭ . (4:11)  

K6
Pupil knows the following explanations of Rashi:
 (4:13) 
 (4:20 all) 
 (4:24) 

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5
Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit.
Pupil can differentiate between verbs (shorashim) and
nouns (word families).

S6 Pupil can read vowelled Rashi / Perushim.

S7

Pupil can comprehend the plain meaning of the
Meforshim studied in the Unit.
Rashi - m¦i ©O ©d Eid̈ §e (4:9)
d ¤RÎc ©a §k  ,lFn §Y ¦n m©B (4:10)
Fp §zŸg x ¤z¤iÎl ¤̀  aẄÏ ©e (4:18)
L ¤cï §a i ¦Y §n ©UÎx ¤W£̀ (4:21)

U1
Pupil can reflect on and discuss Aharon’s true happiness
for his brother (4:14 - Rashi) even though he was older
than Moshe.

U1 Pupil can reflect on and appreciate the destructive power
of Loshon Horo.

U3
Pupil can understand why Hashem showed him the signs
of the snake and the Tzora’as (4:1, 4:3, 4:6) by
comparing Moshe’s actions to that of the snake
(Bereishis 3:5 - according to Shemos Rabbo).

U4

Pupil can understand why, through these signs, we can
see that Moshe spoke Loshon Horo about the Bnei
Yisroel by learning the explanation of the Ramban (4:3)
- why was it necessary for Moshe to see the signs as he
already believed in Hashem? This is the proof that the
signs were because of Loshon Horo.



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U4

Pupil understands, with support, the meaning of the
following Rashis:
Wg̈p̈§l i ¦d§i ©e (4:3)
b¤lẌ ©M z ©r ©xŸv §n (4:6)
oFx£g ©̀ d̈ zŸ̀ d̈ lŸw§l Epi ¦n¡̀ ¤d §e (4:8)
i ¦kŸp ῭  Ÿ̀l£d ,m¥N ¦̀  mEUïÎi ¦n F` ,d ¤R mÜ i ¦n (4:11)
FA¦l §A g ©nÜ §e L£̀ẍ §e ,L ¤z`ẍ §w¦l `¥vŸi `EdÎd¥P ¦d ,s ©̀ Îx ©g¦I ©e (4:14)
L ¤W §t©pÎz ¤̀  mi ¦W §w ©a §n ©d mi ¦Wp̈£̀d̈ÎlM̈ Ez ¥nÎi ¦M (4:19)



I CAN DO...

 a''k - '`  miweqt '` wxt zenyYear Group: Year 6                 Bridging Unit 12B 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit and can place them into
chronological order. 

K3 I can identify on a map the location of places mentioned
in this unit.

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6 I can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S4
I can explain moderately difficult new/unseen Pessukim
in Chumash and gain, with support, information from
them.

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

S6 I can read the Rashi script from my Chumash accurately.

S7 I can explain, from the Hebrew text, the plain meaning
of Rashi, with support.

U1 I can analyse a range of viewpoints on questions about
characters, events and Mitzvos studied in the units. 

U4 I can analyse how Rashi in the unit studied fills a gap, or
answers a question, in the Chumash text I have studied. 



I CAN DO...

  a''k-'` miweqt 'a wxt zenyYear Group: Year 6                 Unit 14

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit and can place them into
chronological order. 

K3 I can identify on a map the location of places mentioned
in this unit.

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6 I can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S4
I can explain moderately difficult new/unseen Pessukim
in Chumash and gain, with support, information from
them.

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

S6 I can read the Rashi script from my Chumash accurately.

S7 I can explain, from the Hebrew text, the plain meaning
of Rashi, with support.

U1 I can analyse a range of viewpoints on questions about
characters, events and Mitzvos studied in the units. 

U2 I can suggest how to interpret particular phrasing or
style in a text to make clearer the meaning of the text. 

U3
I can articulate my own responses to questions arising
from the differences and similarities of two or more
texts I have studied. 

U4
I can analyse how the Perushim in the unit studied fills a
gap, or answers a question, in the Chumash text I have
studied. 



I CAN DO...

  a''k - '`  miweqt 'b wxt zenyYear Group: Year 6                 Bridging Unit 14A

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit and can place them into
chronological order. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

S4
I can explain moderately difficult new/unseen Pessukim
in Chumash and gain, with support, information from
them.

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

S6 I can read the Rashi script from my Chumash accurately.

S7 I can explain, from the Hebrew text, the plain meaning
of Rashi, with support.

U1 I can analyse a range of viewpoints on questions about
characters, events and Mitzvos studied in the units. 

U3
I can articulate my own responses to questions arising
from the differences and similarities of two or more
texts I have studied. 

U4
I can analyse how the Perushim in the unit studied fills a
gap, or answers a question, in the Chumash text I have
studied. 



I CAN DO...

  `''l - '`  miweqt 'c wxt zenyYear Group: Year 6                 Bridging Unit 14B

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit and can place them into
chronological order. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6 I can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S4
I can explain moderately difficult new/unseen Pessukim
in Chumash and gain, with support, information from
them.

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

S6 I can read the Rashi script from my Chumash accurately.

S7 I can explain, from the Hebrew text, the plain meaning
of Rashi, with support.

U1 I can analyse a range of viewpoints on questions about
characters, events and Mitzvos studied in the units. 

U3
I can articulate my own responses to questions arising
from the differences and similarities of two or more
texts I have studied. 

U4
I can analyse how the Perushim in the unit studied fills a
gap, or answers a question, in the Chumash text I have
studied. 


